Crystal Run
Healthcare
Doubles patient collections while achieving
96% patient satisfaction with Cedar
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Background
In early 2018, Crystal Run Healthcare’s Managing Partner & CEO,

an initiative to change the way they handled patient payment and

Dr. Hal Teitelbaum was in an accident while traveling. After his ER

the billing experience. At the time, all billing was processed manually

visit, he received his bill via text message and was impressed with

using paper statements. They had a team of 10 people calling

the convenience of the process. He wanted to bring this same

patients to remind them about overdue balances, but it was rarely

level of modern, consumer-centric engagement to the Crystal Run

effective. “When Cedar showed us their platform, we knew it was a

patient population. Meanwhile, Crystal Run was already acting on

match,” said Sue Gillies, VP of Revenue Cycle Management.

“

Cedar has dramatically
improved the patient
experience and, frankly, has
improved our ability to collect.

Hal Teitelbaum, MD, JD, MBA
Managing Partner & CEO,
Crystal Run Healthcare
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Approach
Crystal Run Healthcare now
provides a billing experience
built for consumers

Convenient and multi-channel
outreach options, including text
message to maximize engagement

Self-service payment options
allow for full or partial payment
as well as payment plans

Modern payment methods
include credit card, Apple Pay
and Google Pay, among others

Live chat provides real-time
support and reduces call
center burden
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Provider tools give
visibility into individual
patient activity and
chat history as well
as detailed reporting

“

*Illustrative, not actual patient data

Cedar’s user interface is tremendous. Whatever we need to
find is really just a click away and we can quickly relay the right
information to our patients. Additionally, the dashboards and
reporting functionality offer insights in near-real time.
Chris Gilbert

Assistant Director of Patient Accounts, Crystal Run Healthcare
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Results
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In the months ahead, Cedar and Crystal Run will continue to partner
in introducing new functionality to improve the patient experience
such as easy insurance and contact capture, among others.

Cedar is a patient payment and engagement platform for hospitals,
health systems and medical groups that elevates the end-to-end
patient experience. The platform leverages advanced data science to
customize and simplify the payment experience, resulting in a modern,
consumer-friendly way for patients to plan for and pay their bills.

“

We consistently see
the words ‘excellent,’
‘easy’ and ‘efficient’ in
Cedar’s patient feedback
forms. When you see
that so often, you know
you’re on the right track
to transforming the
patient experience.
Sue Gillies
VP of Revenue Cycle Management
Crystal Run Healthcare

Cedar is PCI and HIPAA compliant, and HITRUST certified.
To learn more, visit cedar.com
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